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Strand-seq
The Strand-seq protocol utilizes a thymidine analog to selectively label and remove one of the
DNA strands (the nascent  strand,  synthesized during DNA replication)  and leaves only  the
template  DNA strands  intact  for  sequencing.  By  sequencing  only  template  strands in  each
homologue,  Strand-seq  distinguishes  three  possible  template  strand  states  for  each
chromosome of a diploid genome. The Watson-Watson (WW) strand state is characteristic of
two Watson (reads aligned to minus strand) templates inherited from both parental homologues.
The Crick-Crick (CC) strand state is characteristic of two Crick (reads aligned to plus strand)
templates inherited from both parental homologues. Lastly, the Watson-Crick (WC) strand state
is characteristic of a Watson and Crick template being inherited from either parental homologue.
In  this  WC  scenario  the  two  parental  templates  can  be  distinguished  based  on  read
directionality and are thus informative of phasing. Template strands are randomly inherited by
single daughter cells, resulting in a specific strand-state pattern for each chromosome across
multiple Strand-seq libraries (Fig. 1b). This strand-state pattern can be viewed as a barcode
that  uniquely  assigns  each contig  to  its  chromosome of  origin  (Hills  et  al.  2013) (Fig.  1c).
However, we do not always observe a single strand state along the whole chromosome but
instead there can be strand-state changes as a result of a double-strand break (DSB) repaired
by  sister  chromatid  exchange  (SCE)  during  DNA  replication  (Falconer  et  al.  2012;  van
Wietmarschen  and  Lansdorp  2016;  Claussin  et  al.  2017).  Such  low-frequency  SCEs  are
indicative of the physical distance between two segments of a chromosome, because segments
that  are  physically  further  apart  from  each  other  have  an  increased  likelihood  of  an  SCE
occurring between them (Hills et al. 2013). This means that contigs that are physically linked to
each other are less likely to be separated by SCEs and, thus, will share the same strand state
across  multiple  cells—a  signal  that  enables  assembled  contigs  to  be  clustered  into
chromosomes and then ordered within each chromosome (Fig.  1d).  Clustered and ordered
contigs can then be phased using single-nucleotide polymorphism information extracted from
the haplotype-informative  (WC)  regions in  the  Strand-seq data  (Fig.  1e).  This  allows  us to
physically separate parental alleles along the whole chromosome (Porubský et al. 2016). Such
global phasing information in conjunction with long-read technologies such as PacBio allows us
to  reconstruct  highly  accurate  and  nearly  complete  haplotypes  that  span  the  whole
chromosomes (Porubsky et al. 2017; Chaisson et al. 2019). Such haplotypes serve as a guide
to divide long-read data into two bins, one for each haplotype (Fig. 1f).

https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/Bfnip
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/ikn46+BGIDs
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/UzMN7
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/Bfnip
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/iQapf+PcaAW+wi4G2
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/iQapf+PcaAW+wi4G2


SaaRclust
Every chromosome undergoes independent random segregation during cell division, leading to
a unique strand-state profile in Strand-seq data. This signal in Strand-seq data can be employed
to cluster long sequencing reads by chromosome of origin and sequencing direction. SaaRclust
(Ghareghani et al. 2018) is a tool we previously introduced for this in silico  separation of long
reads by chromosome and direction. SaaRclust employs an expectation-maximization (EM) soft
clustering algorithm to handle the uncertainty arising from the sparse Strand-seq data. Given
the central importance of SaaRclust for the assembly pipeline we introduce here, we include
Supplementary  Figure  24  illustrating  the  principle.  The  main  idea  underlying  our  clustering
algorithm  is  that  contigs  originating  from  the  same  chromosome  (Contigs  1  and  2  in
Supplementary  Fig.  24)  show the same directionality  pattern  of  aligned  Strand-seq  reads
across single cells, which is different for contigs originating from different chromosomes (contig
3 in Supplementary Fig. 24). The EM algorithm is based on iterating between assigning strand
states for each Strand-seq library and chromosome and assigning chromosomes to each contig,
which are both hidden information at the beginning. EM converges to a local optimum solution
of the maximum likelihood problem, e.g., maximizing the likelihood of observed data (number of
directional aligned Strand-seq reads to long reads), given the model parameters (strand states),
and we have shown SaaRclust to be able to assign even individual long reads to chromosomes
of origin. Here, we have adjusted it to work on the contig level. SaaRclust assigns each contig to
a separate cluster  defined by a unique strand inheritance over multiple Strand-seq libraries
(Fig.  1c).  Ideally  each cluster  represents a single  chromosome, however,  this  notion is not
always true for very small clusters, such as cluster 13 and 22 in Supplementary Fig. 2b. These
clusters likely contain short contigs from repetitive regions of the genome that are difficult to
assign to a single unique cluster.

Runtime and hardware requirements
Runtime and hardware requirements vary considerably depending on the type of the long reads
used as input (e.g., PacBio HiFi/CCS or Oxford Nanopore [ONT]). Irrespective of the type of the
reads, generating the initial unphased (“squashed”) assembly requires the single largest amount
of resources. The ~34-fold coverage HG00733 HiFi/CCS data, for example, were assembled
with Peregrine using 36 cores (~368 CPU hours) and ~600 GB RAM; the ~80x HG00733 ONT
reads were assembled with Flye using 48 cores (~3700 CPU hours) and ~850 GB RAM. From
other experiments with PacBio CLR reads, we know that similar requirements need to be met
for assembling ~90x CLR datasets with Flye. For a complete pipeline run using ~30x HiFi/CCS
reads as input, the total runtime is estimated at 2000 CPU hours. We note, however, that this
estimate ignores the time required for  preprocessing steps,  such as downloading input  and
reference  data,  and  also  neglects  evaluation  steps  such  as  QUAST  analysis  runs  for  all
generated assemblies. Since we tested our pipeline on different compute infrastructures, we
also know that there is a substantial I/O burden generated by some tools, e.g., by the Peregrine
assembler. Based on our own experience, for slow (often network) file systems, this can easily
double  the  overall  runtime  because  certain  steps  in  the  pipeline  spend  most  of  the  time
performing I/O operations.

https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/sxd3G


Variant discovery and comparisons
The single-nucleotide variant (SNV) transition/transversion (Ti/Tv) proportion was 1.99, 1.98,
and 1.98 for h1, h2, and merged callsets, respectively. Outside of tandem repeats, the Ti/Tv
rose to 2.05.

For variants that did not intersect an HGSVC call, we find that 78% (3,079 of 3,945) of false
insertions and 75% (1,527 of 2,048) of false deletions map within 1 kbp of a variant of the same
type indicating that many of these calls may be different representations of the same event but
signify  inconsistent  alignment  as  discussed  previously.  Squashed  assemblies,  even  when
reference-guided, miss a large proportion heterozygous SV calls (Huddleston et al. 2017), and
compared to a haplotype-unaware analysis of HG00733 (Audano et al. 2019), we find 31% and
12% more insertions and deletions outside repetitive loci, respectively.

Availability of Strand-seq to scientific community
Having Strand-seq data available for the test genome is central to this assembly approach. The
generation  of  Strand-seq  data  has  become  practical  with  the  introduction  of  automation
procedures that utilize widely available hardware. A complete description of the steps required
for automation are fully outlined by Sanders et al. in  Nature Protocols (Sanders et al. 2017).
Data production facilities, where Strand-seq library preparation has already been automated on
robotic  platforms,  currently  exist  in  Vancouver,  Canada,  Groningen,  the  Netherlands,  and
Heidelberg,  Germany.  Upon  implementation  on  a  Biomek  FXP robotic  liquid  handler  at  the
European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL, Heidelberg), the protocol requires two days to
process 96 barcoded single-cell libraries, with a combined reagent cost of ~$15 USD per cell.
We are confident that with several recent publications showcasing important new application
areas for this datatype, more centers will implement high-throughput versions of the Strand-seq
protocol. 

To apply this assembly method more broadly, it is important to note that while Strand-seq relies
on dividing cells, its applicability indeed is not limited to cell lines. The Strand-seq protocol has
already been adapted to various cancer and non-cancer/normal immortalized cell lines, primary
leukemia-derived  samples,  xenografts,  primary  normal  (skin)  fibroblasts,  and  hematopoietic
stem and progenitor cells (obtained from bone marrow or cord blood; some of these data are
unpublished, others published (Porubský et al. 2016; Sanders et al. 2019, 2016)). Beyond these
human  materials,  Strand-seq  data  by  now  have  been  generated  for  various  nonhuman
genomes, including a variety of  different  nonhuman primate samples (chimpanzee,  bonobo,
gorilla, orangutan, macaque and gibbon) (Porubsky et al. 2020), organoids, mouse, C. elegans,
and yeast in the field. Because Strand-seq only requires one round of cell  division, different
clinical biopsy materials (including lymphoblasts from blood or skin cells) can be readily used,
rendering assembly and phasing to work out samples of clinical interest feasible. We believe
these  data  offer  an  exciting  opportunity  to  apply  our  reference-free  assembly  methods  to
genomes of evolutionary, population-genetics or clinical interest.

https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/hZvn
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/R1W2P
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/UzMN7+mgWYX+dUZRR
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/tba9n
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/jIFQe


Comparative assembly analysis
To  compare  the  five  diploid  assemblies  HG00731-HiFi,  HG00732-HiFi,  HG00733-HiFi,
HG00733-CLR,  and HG00733-ONT, we aligned the ten haplotype assemblies  separately  to
GRCh38 using minimap2 and subsequently produced one variant callset for each haplotype
assembly  using  paftools.  We  then  restricted  the  callset  to  genomic  regions  where  all  ten
assemblies  had  an alignment  (in  total  2.66 Gbp of  sequence),  merged  the callsets  across
samples (turning overlapping variants into a multi-allelic representation in VCF) to produce a
phased VCF with five samples, and normalized the VCF using bcftools. The code for creating
callset is available from https://bitbucket.org/jana_ebler/vcf-merging.

The  resulting  callset  had  10,697,583  variants  in  total.  By  comparing  the  three  HG00733
assemblies, we found that the genotypes for 46.3% of all variants where concordant across all
three.  The discordancies  where mostly  caused by likely  errors in  the ONT assembly (sites
where the genotypes of HiFi and CLR assemblies agree with one another but disagree with the
ONT assembly),  which  amounted  to  5,238,756  sites  (48.97%).  In  contrast,  we  found  only
106,270 (0.99%) such sites for CLR and 25,586 (0.24%) for HiFi, which is consistent with the
relative order of QV estimates made for these assemblies (Supplementary Table 1). These
results  are  further  corroborated by  observing  that  there  are  5,601,071 (52.36%)  Mendelian
errors for ONT; 469,127 (4.39%) for CLR; and 131,281 (1.23%) for HiFi. Note that Mendelian
errors can also be caused by assembly errors in the parents and the percentages are thus
higher  than  for  the  concordance  analysis  above.  Finally,  we  combined  concordance  and
Mendelian consistency analysis and found that among all HiFi genotypes, there are only 82,616
(0.77%)  that  are  neither  supported  by  Mendelian  consistency  nor  by  any  of  the  other  two
assemblies.

Overlap graph analysis
We  follow  the  approach  introduced  by  (Marijon,  Chikhi,  and  Varré  2019b) to  analyze
problematic  regions  and  selected  a  universal  assembly  break  (UAB)  at  chr7:45,788,351-
45,828,535 as an example: For each cluster, we map reads back to contigs and disregard those
reads fully contained within contigs. For the remaining reads, we run an all-vs-all  search for
sequence overlaps both between reads and between reads and contigs using minimap2  (Li
2018). The set of overlaps is converted into an overlap graph (GFA1 format) with fpa (Marijon,
Chikhi, and Varré 2019a) and an image of the subgraph around breakpoint is generated with
Bandage  (Wick  et  al.  2015) and  shown in  Supplementary  Figure  22c.  The  code  for  this
analysis is available at https://github.com/natir/project-diploid-assembly-UAB-graph-analysis.

https://github.com/natir/project-diploid-assembly-UAB-graph-analysis
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/BfwWZ
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/vxVY5
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/vxVY5
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/Rf6Py
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/Rf6Py
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/Z7UvY


Supplementary Figures 1-24

Supplementary Figure 1: Phasing of SNVs per chromosomal cluster.
a) A Hi-C contact matrix constructed from publicly available Hi-C data for HG00733 (Data availability) aligned to
SaaRclust based chromosomal scaffolds made from squashed assemblies.  b) Height of each bar represents the
percentage of SNVs phased in the longest haplotype block in each cluster (‘perc_het_phased’). Red line highlights
the 99% threshold.

Supplementary Figure 2: Phasing of SNVs per chromosomal cluster (unfiltered data).
Phasing statistics for HG00733 before removing a very small clusters <1 Mbp of total length. Notice that there are two
very small clusters (13 and 22)—as expected, these clusters have a very low number of phased heterozygous SNVs.
These clusters contain contigs from repetitive regions where short Strand-seq reads do not map uniquely. a) Height
of  each  bar  represents  the  percentage  of  SNVs  phased  in  the  longest  haplotype  block  in  each  cluster
(‘perc_het_phased’).  The red  line  highlights  the  99% threshold.  b)  A  barplot  that  shows  the  total  length  of  all
haplotype blocks per cluster in dark gray. The dark gray bars are overlaid by the size of the longest haplotype block
(shown in red) in each cluster. The size of the point at the bottom of each bar reflects the number of haplotype blocks
in each cluster. For perspective, the real size of each chromosome for GRCh38 is plotted as a horizontal solid line.



Supplementary Figure 3: Clustering accuracy using downsampled Strand-seq libraries.
Here we have randomly selected 80%, 60%, 40% and 20% of the original number of Strand-seq libraries (n=115) and
performed contig clustering using SaaRclust. Each contig represents a range based on mapping coordinates on
GRCh38. Contigs are colored based on cluster identity determined by SaaRclust. In an ideal scenario there is a
single color for each chromosome. When only 20% (n=23) of Strand-seq libraries were selected, we observe that we
are no longer able to correctly assign contigs to a single chromosome.



Supplementary Figure 4: Proportion of phased HiFi reads using downsampled Strand-
seq libraries.
A barplot where each bar represents the stacked proportions of each read assigned to haplotype 1 and haplotype 2
and those could not be assigned (untagged) for different percentages (80, 60, 40 and 20) of the original number of
Strand-seq libraries (n=115).



Supplementary Figure 5: Peregrine-specific assembly errors.
a)  Projection  of  Peregrine-based assembly errors  to  GRCh38.  Positions of  segmental  duplications (SDs)  in  the
genome are highlighted in orange. Green links connect regions upstream and downstream from an assembly error
(Methods). If no link is visible, the position upstream and downstream from the breakpoint lies in close proximity.
NOTE: By performing phased assembly separately within each cluster, defined by SaaRclust, we avoid creation of
chimeric contigs by Peregrine (only ‘intra’ errors). b) Each bar (turquoise - upstream from the assembly error, khaki -
downstream from the assembly error) represents a distance to the closest SD track of 50 kbp and longer from the
assembly error.



Supplementary Figure 6: Strand-seq patterns of common misassemblies.
A genome misassembly is visible in Strand-seq data as a recurrent change in strand state at the same position in a
given contig. Because, it is highly unlikely for a DSB to occur at exactly the same position in multiple single cells, the
most likely explanation in this case is either contig misorientation or chimerism. Chimerism is characteristic by almost
all possible template strand changes (not just complete switch from WW to CC or vice versa). This is caused by the
fact that portions of a chimeric contig that belong to different chromosome follow strand inheritance of a chromosome
of origin. On the other hand, misorientation is characteristic of a complete switch from either WW to CC or vice versa.
This type of misassembly is visible in about 50% of cells as only WW or CC template strand states are informative for
this type of assembly error.



Supplementary Figure 7: Phased assembly of long error-prone ONT reads for HG00733.
a) Size distribution of haplotypes 1 and 2 specific contigs assembled using Flye. For both haplotypes, total assembly
sizes, number of contigs, and assembly size N50s are reported. b) Each 1 Mbp block of phased contigs are assigned
to one of the parental genomes using SNV data from the parents (Chaisson et al. 2019). HG00733 haplotypes are
shown to the left (haplotype 1) and to the right (haplotype 2) from each chromosomal ideogram. Maternal segments
(HG00732) are shown in blue and paternal segments (HG00731) are shown in yellow.

https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/BGIDs


Supplementary Figure 8: Scaffolding gorilla genome using Strand-seq.
Circos plots comparing SaaRclust-based gorilla scaffolds (c1-c24) to GRCh38 (chromosomes 1-22 and X). GRCh38
chromosomes  are  shown  as  banded  ideograms  while  gorilla  scaffolds  are  shown  in  white  colored  ideograms.
Comparison is made by nucmer alignment of gorilla scaffolds to GRCh38. a) Each line shows a nucmer alignment
between gorilla scaffolds and GRCh38 and is uniquely colored by the gorilla scaffold it originates from. b) Highlighted
reciprocal translocation between chromosomes 5 and 17 (in GRCh38) that are correctly scaffolded as ‘c19’ and ‘c11’
in gorilla. Another highlighted region is chromosome 2, which is as expected composed from two clusters (‘c22’ and
‘c18’) in the gorilla scaffold. c) A chromosomal model of a known reciprocal translocation between chromosomes 5
and 17 in  human and precursor  chromosomes that gave rise to  chromosome 2 in humans  (Jauch et  al.  1992;
Stankiewicz et al. 2004).

https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/Efx8I+cDVQr
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/Efx8I+cDVQr


Supplementary  Figure  9:  Accuracy  of  contig  clustering,  orienting,  and  ordering  per
haplotype.
For this analysis we used only contigs 500 kbp and longer and those that can be assigned to a chromosomal cluster
with probability >=0.9.  a) Each contig represents a range based on mapping coordinates on GRCh38. Contigs are
colored based on cluster identity determined by SaaRclust. In an ideal scenario there is a single color for each
chromosome.  b) Each contig represents a range based on mapping coordinates on GRCh38. Contigs are colored
based on the directionality (‘+’ - positive strand, ‘-’ - negative strand) they map to GRCh38. Ideally, there is a single
color for each chromosome. Red circles indicate a known heterozygous inversion assigned here to haplotype 1.  c)
Each contig is colored based on the predicted order within each chromosomal cluster, which is reflected by the
shades of gray going from dark to light gray. Ideally we observe colors going always from dark to light gray or vice
versa and thus being in agreement with true contig order on GRCh38. 



Supplementary Figure 10: Correlation of contig ordering with GRCh38.
a) Each  bar  represents  a  number  of  contigs  submitted  for  ordering  within  each  chromosome  and  haplotype.
b) Correlation  of  predicted  contig  order  with  the  expected  ordering,  based  on  GRCh38  mappings,  within  each
chromosome and haplotype.  Red dashed line shows mean correlation over all  chromosome within a haplotype.
NOTE: Contig  order  is  reported  as their  relative distance  only  and do not  always place  start  and end of  each
consecutive contigs correctly

Supplementary Figure 11: Dotplots of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). 
In  each  haplotype  assembly,  the  whole  MHC  region  is  traversed  by  one  single  contig.  Above  we  show  a
corresponding dotplot of the two haplotypes: H1 (left) and H2 (right).



Supplementary Figure 12: Misassembled contigs detected in Garg et al. (2019).
Each row represents a single Strand-seq library (n=132) and colored bars along each line assign each region one of
the three possible strand states (WW - only Watson reads, CC - only Crick reads, or WC - mixture of Watson and
Crick  reads  mapped  in  a  given  region).  Red  bars  represent  regions  where  genotyping  could  not  be  reliably



determined. Black vertical lines delineate separate contigs (not concatenated). Red arrowheads on top of each plot
marks the recurrent strand state changes that points to an error in the contig assembly (Supplementary Fig. 6).

Supplementary Figure 13: Orientation of NA12878-specific contigs in respect to GRCh38.
a) Phased contigs assembled by the WHdenovo pipeline aligned to GRCh38. Each contig represents a range based
on mapping coordinates on GRCh38.  Contigs are colored based on the directionality  (‘+’  -  positive strand,  ‘-’  -
negative strand) they map to GRCh38. b) Phased contigs assembled by our pipeline aligned to GRCh38. Here we
observe a single color for each chromosome, which means that contigs that belong to the same chromosome have
the same orientation.



Supplementary Figure 14: Phasing accuracy of NA12878 phased assemblies.
Each 1 Mbp block of phased contigs are assigned to one of the parental genomes using SNV data from the parents
(Zook et al. 2014). NA12878 haplotypes are shown to the left (haplotype 1) and to the right (haplotype 2) from each
chromosomal ideogram.

https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/sQU2k


Supplementary Figure 15: Hi-C scaffolding performance of NA12878.
A Hi-C contact matrix constructed from publicly available Hi-C data for NA12878 (Data availability) aligned to the
SaaRclust and 3D-dna (Dudchenko et al. 2017) based chromosomal scaffolds made from squashed assemblies.

Supplementary Figure 16: Indels density in phased assemblies.
a) Top: Indel (1-49 bp) frequency distribution. Single base-pair indels are most common with peaks at modulo-2 bp
events (4, 6, 8, etc.) corresponding to the prevalence of dinucleotide repeat elements. Middle: Smaller SVs (50-999
bp) show a peak for SINE elements. Bottom: Larger SVs show a peak for LINE elements. SVs larger than 10,000 are
not shown. b) and c) Histograms showing the distribution of small indels (b) and SNVs (c) counted in 200 kbp long
nonoverlapping bins separately for haplotype 1 (H1 - teal) and haplotype 2 (H2 - orange). Mean indel and SNV
counts in bins spanning the HLA locus are highlighted by red dashed lines. Indels and SNVs in regions of detected
assembly collapses and known SDs have been removed.

https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/C2iKH


Supplementary Figure 17: Extended regions of homozygosity in HG00733. 
Top ideogram: An ideogram showing the diversity between assemblies for H1 and H2. Red vertical bars along each
chromosome represent a fraction of heterozygous alleles in 200 kbp bins (sliding by 10 kbp). Bottom ideogram: An
ideogram is visualizing HiFi PacBio reads aligned to GRCh38. Black vertical bars along each chromosome represent
a number of PacBio reads (mapq >= 10) counted in 200 kbp long bins. 
List of detected loss-of-heterozygosity (LOH) regions highlighted in the top and bottom ideogram: chr2:29220001-
42500000,  chr5:149660001-165620000,  chr14:59290001-61610000,  chr17:51440001-54890000,  chr20:49300001-
51910000



Supplementary Figure 18: Genome-wide distribution of SVs for HG00733. 
Genome-wide summary of SV density (>50 bp) counted in 500 kbp genomic bins sliding by 10 kbp. The HLA locus on
chromosome 6 is labeled as “HLA”.

Supplementary Figure 19: Variant comparisons between assembly SVs and HGSVC 
HG00733 outside tandem repeat (TR) and segmental duplication (SD) loci.
Variant comparisons outside TRs and SDs give a picture of concordance without many of the alignment problems
that make repeats difficult to represent and reproduce. The number of variants is shown with the mean (top) and
median (bottom) SV size in parentheses. Unplaced and unlocalized SVs were removed from this analysis, which
were filtered in HGSVC.



Supplementary Figure 20: Variant comparisons between assembly SVs and HGSVC 
HG00733.
Variant  comparisons  including  TRs  and  SDs  are  harder  to  replicate,  even  for  larger  events,  which  are  often
fragmented or shifted by alignments through repeats. The number of variants is shown with the mean (top) and
median (bottom) SV size in parentheses. Unplaced and unlocalized SVs were removed from this analysis, which
were filtered in HGSVC.



Supplementary Figure 21: Meiotic recombination map of the Puerto Rican trio.
a) Meiotic recombination map for each chromosome shows inherited parts of paternal (paternal homologue H1 - teal,
paternal homologue H2 - cyan) and maternal (maternal homologue H1 - brown, maternal homologue H2 - yellow)
homologues in the child (HG00733). Assembly gaps are colored in white and centromeres in red. Previously defined
meiotic recombination breakpoints  (Chaisson et  al.  2019) are plotted as dots  (blue -  paternal  (HG00731),  red -
maternal (HG00732)) over our recombination map. b) Sorted distribution of distances of each telomere to the closest
meiotic recombination breakpoint specific to female (brown) and male (cyan).

https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/BGIDs


Supplementary Figure 22: Genomic characteristics of UABs.
a)  A boxplot  that  calculates enrichment  of  total  SD base pairs within  detected UABs (n=222)  in comparison to
randomly permuted UABs per chromosome (10,000 permutations) using regioneR package (Gel et al. 2016).  b) A
scatterplot of showing distribution of length and fraction identity of all GRCh38 SDs (black points). For each UAB
(n=222) we report the longest SD that overlaps with a UAB and plot them over the original scatterplot in red. c) This

https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/RhkqY


graph corresponds to a UAB on chromosome 7 between positions 45,788,351 and 45,828,535 (40,185 base length)
for  Haplotype  1  (H1).  Contig  cluster1_000008F  (in  green)  maps  to  coordinates  before  the  UAB,  while  contig
cluster1_000004F (in blue) is located after the UAB. These contigs are connected by reads (in gray) in the overlap
graph. Additionally, the reads connect to two other contigs (cluster1_000002F in brown and cluster1_000000F in
orange), creating a topology difficult to resolve by assembly tools and hence breaking the assembly. d) An inverted
region is plotted in red, while contigs are plotted in black rectangles with colored linings to distinguish discontinuously
assembled regions. The SD track is visualized in orange rectangles.

Supplementary  Figure  23:  Effect  of  binning  strategy  on  final  cluster  assignment
probabilities.
In SaaRclust, each piece of DNA (contig) is assigned a probability of belonging to any of the tested chromosomal
clusters. This probability is calculated using the previously published expectation maximization algorithm (Ghareghani
et  al.  2018).  As expected,  some contigs are difficult  to  assign unambiguously  to  a single cluster  and could  be
assigned to several clusters with equally low probabilities (left part of the distribution in panels). We examined the
effect of varying the bin size from 100 kbp to 500 kbp on the resulting probability distribution. Given the observed
probability distribution, we decided to set a dynamic bin size to 200 kbp (SaaRclust ‘bin.size’ parameter) with the
probability threshold (SaaRclust ‘prob.th’ parameter) set to 0.25.

https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/sxd3G
https://paperpile.com/c/6DCWn2/sxd3G


Supplementary Figure 24: An overview of the SaaRclust approach for clustering contigs
by chromosome and orientation (Ghareghani et al. 2018). 
a) Aligning single-cell Strand-seq reads to squashed contigs. In this example, Strand-seq reads from three different
single cells are aligned to three contigs. Strand-seq reads mapped in Watson and Crick directions to contigs are
shown by orange and teal colors, respectively. Contigs 1 and 2 come from chromosome 1 showing a different strand
state  from  Contig  3  that  comes  from  chromosome  2.  b)  Schematic  of  the  EM  clustering  algorithm  for  two
chromosomes. Starting from an arbitrary initialization of strand states, the EM algorithm iterates through the flow of
information between the two hidden layers of information: the strand states of single cells in chromosomes (left box)
and the clustering of contigs into chromosomes (right box). 
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Supplementary Tables 1-8

Supplementary Table 1: De novo assembly statistics (external xlsx file).
Columns B-F: basic characteristics for each phased assembly (column A). Column F: the contig
N50 value is taken from QUAST-LG analysis reports. Columns G-H: switch error and Hamming
distance computed as described in  the  Methods section.  Columns  J-K:  Illumina-based  QV
estimates (Methods) counting only HOM SNV (column J) or all HOM variant calls (column K) as
errors in the phased assembly. The right QV estimate is computed based only on variants in
high-confidence regions (Methods), the left number additionally takes variant calls into account
that were not lifted to the GRCh38 reference. Column L: parameter set used to generate the
respective assembly; see the pipeline repository (Code availability).  Column M: FASTA file
name of phased assembly (Data availability).

Supplementary Table 2: Comparison of our phased assembly pipeline with Hi-C-based
assemblies.
*analysis done with only 10 BACs
**these values were calculated for corrected assemblies by SaaRclust, marked as *_corr in Supplementary Table 1.

Supplementary Table 3: Phased assembly indel discovery. 
Indels were discovered in both haplotypes and merged into a single call. Fields are number of variants (“N”), mean
indel size (“Mean (bp)”), total number of indel bases (“Base (kbp)”), the percentage 1 bp indels (“1 bp (%)”), and the
percentage heterozygous calls (“Het (%)”).

Insertions Deletions

Assembly

N Mean
(bp)

Base
(kbp)

1 bp
(%)

Het
(%)

N Mean
(bp)

Base
(kbp)

1 bp
(%)

Het
(%)

HG00733
(Racon x2) 510,393 3.42 1,747 50.03% 60.50% 494,225 3.69 1,826 47.56% 61.58%

HG00733
(unpolished) 513,105 3.44 1,765 50.47% 62.14% 528,439 3.58 1,894 49.23% 63.06%

Supplementary Table 4: Phased assembly structural variation discovery. 
Variants were discovered in both haplotypes and merged to a set of homozygous and heterozygous calls. Fields are
number  of  variants  (“N”),  mean  variant  size  (“Mean (bp)”),  sum of  all  variant  lengths  (“Base  (Mbp)”),  and  the
percentage of heterozygous calls by number (“Het (N%)”) and by bases (“Het (bp %)”).

Insertions Deletions



Assembly N Mean
(bp)

Base
(Mbp)

Het
(N%)

Het
(bp %)

N Mean
(bp)

Tput
(Mbp)

Het
(N%)

Het
(bp %)

HG00733
(Racon x2) 15,093 517 7.80 59.27% 52.37% 9,519 485 4.62 65.82% 66.03%

HG00733
(unpolished) 15,175 515 7.81 59.35% 52.51% 9,523 481 4.58 65.79% 65.77%

Supplementary Table 5: Frameshift-disrupted RefSeq annotations. 
We quantified the number of genes with a frameshift indel or SV in coding regions and demonstrate that polishing is
still required for phased Peregrine assemblies. Shown are disrupted gene counts for all genes (“All”), genes with no
exons intersecting tandem repeats or segmental duplications (“No TR/SD”), and genes with at least one exon in a
known segmental duplication (“In SD”).

Sample Assembler Polishing All No TR/SD In SD

HG00733 Peregrine Racon x2 223 88 68

HG00733 Peregrine None 301 110 112

Supplementary Table 6: List of detected UABs (external xlsx file).

Supplementary Table 7: HiFi PacBio sequencing summary.

Sample HG00731 HG00732 HG00733

# SMRT Cell 8Ms 5 6 7

Raw Base Yield (Gbp) 1612 1138 1568

HiFi Base Yield (Gbp) 103 67 104

HiFi Coverage (X) 32 21 32

Average HiFi Read Length (kbp) 11.1 10.7 13.6

Median HiFi QV 31.86 31.59 30.39

Average HiFi number of passes 10.51 10.54 9.34

Supplementary Table 8: Accession IDs to data used in this study (external xlsx file).
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